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	Adhesives
	Catalysts
	Chemicals & SolventsWTT sells a variety of solvents like MEK and Acetone. They are generally used for cleaning different chemicals off tools like paintbrushes or rollers. We do have water-based cleaner Super Cleaner which is commonly used for cost saving. For more information, please refer to FK Brochure.
	CoresFor more information, please click here
	Epoxy
	EquipmentWTT understands the need for simple, cost effective and long-lasting tools for the fibreglass and composites technologies. Being a major supplier of FRP raw materials, WTT now also provides a wide range of innovative tools and accessories to meet the changing needs of the customers. We have equipments ranging from different rollers for laminating, bubble removing, painting to different gauges for measuring the thickness of gelcoats or laminates. We also have spray equipments for gelcoats or resin wetout. There are also different equipments for testing the FRP as well. Please take a look at some of them below or drop by our showroom for a visit.
	Fillers
	Flowcoats & Topcoats
	Gelcoat
	MachineryBeing involved in the composite industry, WTT is committed in providing Innovative Solutions to the Global Market. WTT offers systems, products and technology that set quality and production standards in a wide range of fluid handling applications including composite, glass reinforced concrete , and sealant and adhesives WTT is the AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR of Graco GlasCraft machinery and equipment. We are the only company in the South East Asian region, who provides warranty, personalized training, machinery spare parts and the entire technical knowhow on the machinery and equipment. Staffed with qualified technicians trained in U.S.A, you can be assured that your purchases are guaranteed with quality training and genuine spare parts. Below are the machinery categories which are widely used for the composite markets.
	Pigment Pastes
	Polyurethane Elastomer
	Polyurethane FoamPU Foam can be used by either “hand” mixing or machine processing and shows very low reactivity. It is suitable for applications of insulation, cavity filling and laminates. The common uses include the manufacture of foam sheets, pipe sectional filling, cold room or ice box insulation, marine buoy or ship cavity filling etc. It can either be spray or inject depending on the environment.
	Polyurethane PlasticPU Plastic is used commonly in making figurines or action figures. It cures very fast with a very hard surface.
	ReinforcementsGLASS Glass reinforcement is one of the most common types of reinforcement used commonly in plastics, cement, gypsum etc. It is inexpensive, relatively strong and is compatible with many materials. We carry a large variety and quantity for a different type of Glass reinforcements.
	Release Agents
	Resins
	Silicone Elastomer
	Vacuum Bagging MaterialsWTT specializes in developing and designing of composite mould preparation products and vacuum bagging technology.  Our vast knowledge and experience allow us to provide you with the perfect mold preparation solutions – whether it is an existing mold or newly designed mold. From the mold, we can provide you with the necessary technical and engineering assistance in the vacuum bagging technology. We have the full range of Vacuum Bagging Materials, ranging from the Vacuum Bags to Peel ply to sealant tapes to bagging pumps. We have unique resins specially developed for Vacuum Infusion method.  All our product have been carefully designed by us to meet your specification. We pride ourselves on our rapid response to customer enquiries and our high-quality technical support service offered by our experienced technical advisors and sales representatives.
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About Us
Wee Tee Tong is a global company comprising of several divisions, namely chemicals and steel, palm oil and palm oil mill, and property and construction.
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Get In Touch
	Wee Tee Tong Chemicals Pte Ltd
 No. 18, Sungei Kadut Street 3
 Singapore 729149
	+65-6366-4231
	+65-6366-4232
	info@weeteetong.com
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